The three-channel model of sound localization mechanisms: interaural time differences.
Previous psychophysical work on sound localization in humans has proposed that a midline channel be added to the current two-channel model of mammalian sound localization mechanisms. Evidence for this third channel has been found in interaural time difference (ITD) studies with low-frequency tones, and interaural level difference (ILD) studies with both high- and low-frequency tones. The latter is interesting because it suggests that, despite the fact that low frequencies do not generate significant ILDs for humans in natural settings, there is a constancy of ILD coding mechanisms across the frequency domain. To complement this finding, the present study sought to determine whether the three-channel model holds for ITDs at high frequencies. In three experiments, a selective adaptation paradigm was used in combination with transposed tones to probe for the existence of three (left, right, and midline) perceptual channels for sound source azimuth. The experiments provided evidence for lateral hemifield ITD channels but little evidence for a midline ITD channel at high frequencies.